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<? The BG News
Bowling Green, Ohio

Thursday, September 23, 1993

Many dead in Amtrak crash

Briefs
Weather
Partly cloudy today
Some Thursday morning
cloudiness, then mostly
sunny. High near 70. Northwest winds about 10 mph.
Thursday night, mostly
clear. Low in the lower 40s.
Friday, mostly sunny. High
in the upper 60s.

On campus
Ward One council candidates debate tonight:
The three University students vying for the Ward
One seat on the Bowling
Green City Council say they
have been putting the finishing touches on their presentations for tonight's debate.
The debate will begin at 8
p.m. in 121 West Hall and
will be moderated by Janet
Kelly of the political science
department.
Democratic candidate
Todd Wesseler said he is
ready for the event.
"The whole campaign has
been a preparation," he said.
Republican candidate
Todd Kleismit said he readied himself for the debate
with research.
"I'm making sure I get my
message across," he said.
Independent candidate
Sam Melendez said he, too,
is prepared.
"I'm ready. I'm excited,"
he said.
The candidates will be
fielding questions from
Chris Hawley, city editor of
The News; Bob Jones of BG
24 News; and Jason Jackson
of the BG Radio News Network.
The debate is open to the
public.
Breakfast
Friday:

series

Volume 76, Issue 22

begins

The third annual "Breakfast in BG" series will begin
this Friday, September 24th
with a presentation by Peggy Schmeltz entitled
"Building a Profitable Portfolio".
"Breakfast in BG" is a
program in which speakers
make presentations at the
University three times each
semester, according to Teri
Sharp, director of news services at the University. The
program is sponsored by
University Relations, Sharp
said.
Presentations are given at
7:30 a.m. over breakfast, to
an audience made up primarily of area business people and faculty, she said.
The speaker for this
month is Peggy Schmeltz, a
graduate of the University's
M.B.A. program who will be
focusing on how to make
profitable investments, according to the secretary of
Marcla Sloan Latta, the director of community relations. Latta was unavailable for comment.
Future speakers include a
panel of media experts, who
will present "Why they
Cover What they Cover" in
October, she said.
In November, a panel of
philanthropists will speak
on philanthropy In Northwest Ohio, the secretary
said.
Speakers for the spring
semester are not yet scheduled, she said.
Although this Friday's lecture is booked up with 116
reservations, future reservations may be made by
calling the University Relations office, she said.
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.

APPkolo/Wilfred. L«

Survivors share
ordeal stories
by Garry Mitchell
The Associated Press
SARALAND, Ala. - Amtrak's cross-country Sunset
Limited hurtled off a bridge
into an inky bayou early
Wednesday, plunging its
sleeping passengers into a
nightmare of fire, water and
death.
Forty people were killed,
some of them trapped in a
submerged, silver passenger
car and others in a burned engine, and 13 were missing in
the deadliest wreck in Amtrak's 23-year history.
More than 150 people survived, some to help other passengers who clung to wreckage from a collapsed section
of the bridge in a swamp populated by alligators, snakes and
bears.
"We were asleep and the
next thing you know we were
in the water," said Bob Watts,
a retired firefighter from
Placerville, Calif. "I thought it
was a dream."
Brian Logan of Fife, Scotland, was awakened when the
train began banking steeply to
one side. "It kind of threw a lot
of people off their seats. I figured the train was going to
tumble over. ... That was accompanied by a screeching
sound followed by
pretty
much a lot of screaming."

All three engines and four of
the eight cars on the Los Angeles-to-Miami train went off
the bridge, which was about 7
feet above the water. Two of
the cars were passenger cars,
and one of them was completely submerged in water about
16 feet deep in Bayou Canot.
Another passenger car dangled perilously from what was
left of the bridge.
It was not immediately
known what caused the wreck,
which happened at about 3
am. on the northern outskirts
of Mobile. Investigators also
were trying to determine
whether the 84-year-old woodand-steel bridge collapsed before the train began crossing
it, or because of the crash.
The FBI joined the investigation, though there was
no immediate indication sabotage was involved, agency
spokesman Charles Mandigo
said in Washington.
One possibility is that a
barge may have hit the bridge.
Coast Guard spokesman Dennis Schaefer said. "There was
a barge and tow at the scene.
That's just one scenario," he
said.
Amtrak said a CSX freight
train had passed the scene just
before the accident and reported no problems.

This Is an aerial view of the wreckage of the Am track Sunset Limited that plunged off a bridge Into a
bayou north of Mobile, Ala. on Wednesday.

College accomplishments, Firelands College
growth, history recognized to celebrate 25th
with 'fun festival'
by Courtney Gangeml
administration reporter

The University's Firelands College will celebrate its 25th anniversary Saturday, recognizing
the growth and accomplishments
which have occurred at the campus.
More than 30,000 students have
received their degrees or have
taken courses at the college since
the college in Huron, Ohio first
opened on Sept. 25,1968, according to Lesley Ruszkowski, director of college relations at Firelands
Prior to becoming its own college, it was considered a part of
the University's campus.
Since that time, the college has
grown and developed its own
identity, said Durby Williams,
dean of Firelands College.
"Looking back at the last 25
years enables people to get excited and look toward the future
of the college as well," Williams
said. "We've come from a cornfield to a college in 25 years so
people wonder what will happen
in the next 25 years."
Although the main campus and
Firelands have their own specialized areas and actlvites, the
two administrations interact to
provide a unity for the University, according to University
President Paul Olscamp.
Olscamp said Fire-land's College has its own dean, Williams,
who makes reports to Eloise
Clark, the vice president for academic affairs who then notifies
him of Firelands events.
"[Firelands is important] because it is the only outreach into
other regions of Ohio. It reaches
the non-traditional student who [
may come back] to school," he
said. ."This is an important part
of our mission."The name Firelands has historical significance dating back to

the Connecticut settlers in 1792,
when in response to their appeals
to their properties being burned
and pillaged by the British, the
General Assembly designated as
restitution 500,000 acres of land
at the western end of the Connecticut Western Reserve, Ruszkowski said.
The land was divided and
called the "Sufferers' Lands" or
"Fire Lands" because the principal losses had been by fire.
Firelands was included in a list
of recommended cities for a University branch school by the Ohio
Board of Regents.

and the whole area," Mason said.
Firelands became a college of
the University in 1976. It is an
accredited member of the North
Central Association of Colleges
and Schools.
Today the college continues
the tradition of meeting the diverse educational needs of the
residents of Erie, Ottawa, Huron,
Lorain and Sandusky counties.
The college offers the first two
years toward a four-year degree
in many of the 170 majors offered at the University. Credits
transfer to virtually all other universities and colleges, Ruszkow-

"[The University] was a natural direction to turn
to. It began as a community interest. The
University benefits from Firelands because it
further enhances the strong relationship of the
main campus and the whole area."
Philip Mason, vice president for University relati ons
Organizations actively raised
money and the citizens succeeded their goal by more than
$462,000 to ensure a college of
higher learning in their own back
yards, according to Ruszkowski.
Huron residents raised
$600,000 more than the Ohio
Board of Regents had set in order
to have the University's branch
school in their region, Ruszkowski said.
There are many business
leaders from the Firelands area
who are graduates of the University, said Philip Mason, vice
president for University relations.
"[The University] was a natural direction to turn to. It began
as a community interest," he
said. "The University benefits
from Firelands because it further enhances the strong relationship of the main campus

ski said.
Twenty-one associate degree
programs are also offered in various areas such as health, computers, engineering technologies
and social science. One-year certificate programs can be obtained in several paraprofessional areas.
Students receive a wellrounded education from the college and can also be involved in
various student clubs and organizations, government, intramural
sports, and theatre, Ruszkowski
said.
The college also serves as a
cultural center for the community, Ruszkowski said. The Musical
Art Series is a Firelands tradition
which features concerts by faculty and students of the University's College of Musical Arts.

by Courtney Gangeml
administration reporter
On Saturday Sept. 25, the University's Firelands College will celebrate its 25th anniversary to commemorate the college's accomplishments.
The college will have a "Family Fun Festival" to celebrate Opening
Day 1968 exactly 25 years later, according to Lesley Ruszkowski, director of college relations.
The festival will include activities for University students, alumni
and children, Ruszkowski said.
"[The festival] is very complex and offers something for everyone," Ruszkowski said. "All events are designed to maximize interaction, learning, and fun for children of all ages."
Saturday's events are important because they represent the affection the University has for Firelands College, according to Philip
Mason, vice president for University relations.
"As part of the celebration, the college kicks off a small fundraising campaign to benefit the campus," Mason said.
The money raised will be used for scholarships, equipment, travel
and other needs of the campus, Mason said.
University President Paul Olscamp will make brief remarks Friday
at a special anniversary convocation. Darby Williams, dean of Firelands, will be the featured speaker.
"Firelands is important because it reaches the non-traditional student," Olscamp said.
"We are excited about sharing the history of the college with the
community," Williams said.
The events will begin at noon on Saturday, Ruszkowski said.
"[The festival] is designed as a public thank you for 25 years of
support," Ruszkowski said.
In addition to celebrating the anniversary, the festival will enable
the college to provide a publicity platform and serve as a fundraising
opportunity, Ruszkowski said.
Saturday afternoon's events will include a classic car cruise-in,
campus tours, sporting activities, kite flying and demonstrations
from Erie County's Drug Abuse Resistance Education program as
well as others, Ruszkowski said.
McBride Auditorium will house theatrical events during the course
of the day including a presentation by Frank Glann and Ron Ruble,
professors at Firelands. They will present slide shows and staged
readings.
Not only will there be learning opportunities at Firelands Festival,
but various musical groups will help make the day memorable, Ruszkowski said.
Local vendors and student clubs and organizations will have food
and beverages available throughout the afternoon. The Sandusky
Jaycees will provide assistance with the operations and logistics the
day of Fireland's 25th anniversary celebration.
All events are free and open to the public. The activities will occur
throughout the campus and in the west and north buildings from noon
until 4 p.m.
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Clinton's plan
a healthy start
The revolution begins.
Last night, President Clinton outlined his new
health-care system for the whole country to see.
Just two days ago in a piece for USA Today, Hillary
Rodham Clinton, health-care czar, defined what the
new system would mean for the average American.
She gave anecdotal examples of the flaws in our
current system, the one the administration will try
desperately to change. She wrote, "If we can contain
costs and cut administrative waste, people like Carol
Oudegeest of California won't receive a $2,400 bill
for crutches after undergoing knee surgery. And you
won't get charged $20 for a Tylenol when you stay in
the hospital." Can anything be considered more important than our health? Unfortunately, 37 million of
us do not have even the most basic health-care
coverage; many more have only partial (and inadequate) insurance.
If unchecked, conservative estimates have healthcare spending taking a 19 percent bite out of the entire U.S. economy by the year 2000. An untouched
system will see the costs continue to rise and the
uninsured continue to grow in number.
Clinton's plan is aimed to change all this, and, from
the first peek, it just might, just maybe, just possibly
work.
He's performing an experiment, using the freeenterprise health-care system to help get spending
under control. He's attempting to create price competition among physicians, hospitals and healthinsurace companies.
Under this plan, known as managed competition,
Clinton is putting millions of Americans into regional
health alliances, groups that would do their bargaining for them. The health alliances will collect premiums from employers and consumers, paying the
provider networks for their medical attention. Pretty
simple.
The whole discussion can be distressingly complex. So here are a few highlights of the revolutionary new plan:
O All Americans will receive guaranteed medical
coverage, though the working poor will benefit the
most. For them, preventitive care will be available,
not just emergency care.
O Employers who currently provide health-care
for their employees should see a reduction in their
responsibility, with Clinton hoping to contain soaring
costs. But employers who don't provide care will
have to start (though they won't have to shell out
more than 7.9 percent of its payroll toward insurance). This may result in small-business cutbacks
and with that, layoffs.
O You might not be able to keep your doctor without paying more. The new system's "fee for service"
in which you choose your physician, would cost you
more than the HMO-style plan, which charges a flat
price for the year and a small fee for each doctor's
visit.
If it can survive the Congressional hatchets, we
should see a truly innovative, truly American style
health-care package that (gulp) just might work.
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Males fit typical stereotype
I've come to a realization of
sorts regarding my attitude
towards men. And all because my
car battery was replaced under
the direction of a woman. What I
know about cars would fill a
thimble, but this time I suspected
the battery right off. Still, I worried about the possibility of getting bilked, scammed, and
fleeced by the repair shop.
Those macho auto repair guys
can always smell the fear of an
automotive geek. For all the bravado I usually try to muster, they
always know I'm a gullible
sucker.
It was with a defensive attitude
that I walked into the garage.
One look, however, and my fears
instantly evaporated. There was
no reason for concern. The shop's
manager was a woman. The process was fairly painless. The diagnosis was a dead battery cell,
the battery was replaced, and I
was on my way in under 45
minutes. The cost was reasonable, the service brisk, and I felt
confident that I was dealt with
honestly. For once, I wasn't subjected to the condescending
machismo I usually experience
with repairmen. All, I thought,
because the shop and its male
employees were managed by a
woman.
Of course, that assessment
isn't fair. Women are not inherently more honest or sincere than
men. Yet, from past experience, I
am absolutely certain that a male
manager would have allowed his

David Coehrs
weekly columnist
underlings to take complete advantage of my uncertainty.
A month prior to the battery
problem, I had taken my car to a
brake specialty shop that advertised a $34 special. The free inspection was delegated to a
member of the all-male repair
crew. He made a production of
squinting hard and fussing behind the front rotors. After
several minutes of this groping,
he announced in no uncertain
terms that I would be in dire
straits if he did not immediately
effect $250 worth of repairs on
the car.
It's what happened next that
disgusted me. I made it clear that
his showy diagnostic skills didn't
Impress me, and ordered my car
removed from the lift. And yet,
he felt the need to try and convince me of his charade up to the
moment I drove with grinding
brakes off the lot. It was as
though he felt the sheer force of
his swaggering machismo would
sway my decision.
I have to believe that, had a
woman been running the show, I
would have driven away with the

$34 brake job they advertised.
This isn't leading to an in-depth
discussion of my psychologically-based theories regarding aggressive male behavioral patterns. (Just writing that sentence
gave me a headache.) I simply
don't understand why the majority of men feel the need to inject a
dose of testosterone into everything they say and do.
I find it amazing that eons of
supposed human evolution, and
years of world-battering events
sparked by blustery male personalities, still have taught the
average guy nothing. In most
areas of social interaction it
seems he'll eventually resort to
that time-honored, lower species
type of male preening. That includes puffing up his physical
prowess, proudly displaying his
distinctly-male stoicism, and,
when in doubt, throwing a macho
punch to resolve any differences
of opinion.
In other words, he'U usually
settle for acting like a typical
guy.
I don't buy the excuse that
that's the way males are raised.

It is true that people still cling to
the archaic notion that boys
should be reared to develop aggressive, macho countenances.
But every male reaches a point at
which he can actively choose to
stop acting like a stereotypical
guy, and start behaving like a
mature, multi-faceted man.
Typical male bluster certainly
isn't an accurate measurement of
true honesty and trustworthiness. But over the years I've witnessed enough duelling machismo between male acquaintances
to know that it can taint otherwise honest intentions.
Whenever two or more guys
congregate, whether in the
workplace or in a social setting,
one always seems to initiate an
unspoken competition to gain the
superior male position. It's as ridiculous as it sounds, but I've
frequently seen it occur.
Whether they're making crude
remarks about women (including, sometimes, their love interests) or trying to rook their customers out of extra cash to benefit their paychecks.
Women probably experience
estrogen-driven situations
amongst themselves. But they're
not afraid, in any situation, to
display the vulnerability, caring,
and compassion that most guys
choke on daily. It disappoints me
that lots of guys still tend to follow the traditional male route,
when they could learn so much
from that better part of themselves they tend to bury.

LETTERS TO THE EDITO]
The BG News:
In Monday's edition of The
News I stumbled across a very
catchy headline, "Hungry students forced to fast." I thought
the author, Robin Coe, must be
referring to some new season of
lent which I hadn't heard of. But
instead I found Miss Coe's editorial slamming our own University Food Operations.
The confusion begins when
Miss Coe asks "why must the rest
of the campus suffer because
new things are incorporated into
the campus" and also "an adventure one place means cuts elsewhere."
Both comments refer to the
Jetson-like atmosphere of the
new Founder's Keepers coupled
with the closing of The Commons
and Harshman cafeterias on Saturdays and Sundays.
In this case B does not actually
stem from A The University
Food Operations does operate
under one gigundus budget, but
each dining hall has its own budget which it is responsible to
meet
Well, The Commons and
Harshman obviously had to make
some changes in order to make
their budget. As a food-op employee (and customer) it's easy to

see how dining halls can lose you think that the University dress form at the post office.!
food service is sub-par, all one (each one of these increases the;
money on weekends.
Then Coe jumps into another needs to do is compare our food number of times your mailmisunderstanding which I dont service with that of other univer- changes hands which in turn in-'
really need to defend. "Why offer sities. Ask your high school creases the changes of loss or
the best food in only one place chums if they have anything damage.)
Additionally, the time of day
and not everywhere?" Okay, let's similar to our Union or our conbe serious. To renovate every venience stores. Do other Uni- that you choose to mail your letdining hall just like the one in versities have anything that ter also Influences the delivery.
Each stop on campus is made
Founders is well, expensive. Do resembles Founder's Keepers?
The answer in almost all cases only one time per day, and if you
you realize what kind of room
miss the mall carrier, your letter
and board fees we would be pay- is no!
will wait until the next day.
ing? Do you see what kind of
Brett Plummer
What concerns me the most
prices we would be paying for
Senior
about this commentary is the fact
food?
that there seems to be such a
Fellow students, please do not The BG News:
As a fellow student and con- negative view on campus about a
begin to believe that our University Food Operations is anything sumer of The U.S. Postal Service great many things already. All
but top-of-the-line. I can back I can truly relate to the problems too often, it seems that people
of late and misdirected mail that find it easier to complain about
this up!
In July of 1990 University Food occur here on campus. But as a what's wrong, than to take the
Operations finished second in the commuter, I can readily testify time to find out why it's wrong
Specialty Restaurants category to the fact these are not unique to and work to make it better.
I would highly recommend to
of the seventh annual National the University, rather they are
Association of College and Uni- much more wide-spread than the the "general consensus in the ofversity Food Services and Dining one small room In University fice" who felt the need to write
Hall that houses our post office.
this letter that you get involved
Awards.
Actually, the problems most In the local Postal Advisory
In 1991 our own Food Operations was one of nine winners often begin with illegible hand- Council. They are a group of volnationally of the IVY Award and writing, Incomplete or Incorrect unteers in business and the
the only school to win that award addresses, or insufficient pos- community who work with the
more than once! I should add that tage. These problems can then be post office on a great many conthese awards were won before compounded by the fact that cerns held by customers.
the Founders renovations took many times, students change residence halls or move off-campus Ruthann Daniel-Hartels
place.
If, from your own experiences, without filing a change of ad- Campus Postal Worker
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Founders wing
houses grads
by Larissa Hrltsko
student government reporter
Obtaining appropriate on-campus housing for graduate students has been a major goal for the Graduate Student Senate for
more than eight years.
As a result of several meetings between GSS and University
administrators to find a designated on-campus living area for
graduate students, 34 graduate students now call Founders Quadrangle home.
GSS made requests to the administration last year in an effort
to find suitable graduate student housing and by the end of the
academic year, housing in Founders was confirmed, according
to David Vaillencourt, GSS vice president.
"The request was facilitated by the help of the administration
including the residential services [staff] who proposed the wing
in Founders," Vaillencourt said. "It's great to see this opportunity for graduate students and I'm glad to see the University try to
accommodate our [graduate students' needs]."
Graduate students residing in Founders occupy one wing on
the ground floor. The majority of the wing is graduate students
with only some undergraduate students, Vaillancourt said.
The accomodations and opportunities Founders has to offer
make the graduate students pretty happy, said Erik Strom, complex coordinator of Founders.
"The graduate students generally like it. Of course, there are
the general resident concerns, but [graduate students] are more
vocal through hall council involvement and their programming
suggestions."Stroni said.
Convenience to campus, moveable furniture, good food and
air conditioning are some of the best reasons to live there, according to graduate students residing in the building.
"It is nice to have a place to come back to with different graduate students from a department other than yours, who act as a
support group," said Andrew Nelson, a graduate student in the
history department. "We are all having similar problems with
our departments and can relate to each other."
Some graduate students, however, are not sure about living
there next year because of several problmes in the hall, Nelson
said.
The graduate students' complaints range from high priced
food, fire alarms and only one access into the building - problems which would not be encountered as often if students lived
off campus, students said.
"One of the negative aspects of Founder's is not being able to
use the side doors in the daylight hours between 8 a.m. to 8 p.m."
said Chad Lawrence, a graduate student in the public administration department.

page three

Speech excludes women
by Ginger Phillips
human diversity reporter
Language is constantly changing with the times, so it is not
unusual for people to use it incorrectly. However, when the
use of language shows disrespect
to others, people need to stop
trivializing the issue, according
to language specialists.
"The reason language is so important is because it is the way
people know they are included,"
said Marshall Rose, director of
Affirmitive Action. "It's important to try to use language that
affirms different people,
different racial groups and

different gender groups."
Rose said many words in our
language conjur up negative
images. Words which are supposed to be gender-neutral such
as salesman and chairman leads
people, especially children, to believe these jobs are for men only,
he said.
"When you're in the low power
group, people expect you to easily trade off your identity and be
part of the larger group," Rose
said. "Yet if that was ever flipped
around, you would see how many
men would actually go along with
it." It is unnecessary to distinguish between men and women in
job titles, according to Janet
Parks, chairperson of sport man-

by Leah Barnum
environment reporter
University students specializing in marine biology had handson experience in their field of interest last summer in Mississippi, where they earned both credit
toward graduation and job experience.
Eight students from the University participated in a program
offered at the Gulf Coast
Research Laboratory at the University of Southern Mississippi.
The program consisted of two
consecutive five-week courses

made up of lectures and field
work, according to Tom DaDante, a biology major who participated in the program.
Although the University does
not offer a marine biology major,
students may major in biology
with a specialization in marine
biology, said Matthew Parker, a
biology major and student participant.
The program is not required
for graduation. However, it is
highly recommended for biology
majors with specialization in marine life, DaDante said.
Students in the program had
lectures five mornings a week,

after 9:00 p.m. when you
purchase a footlong sub.
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through October 2,1993
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Originally from Bloomington, Ind., the band is
known throughout the area for their unique sound
- a bizarre combination of punk funk, rhythm and
blues, east coast ska, disco, and even country,
resulting in a blend of The Twist Offs, Fishbone,
kand the Red Hot Chilli Peppers.
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labs in the afternoons and weekly
expeditions on boats to collect
marine life to study, Parker said.
The group also took night excursions to collect the different
species of marine life which only
appear after dark, he said.
"It was a lot of hard work,"
Parker said. "I've never studied
so hard, but it was a good experience - a lot of hands-on [work]."
Field trips to Florida and New
Orleans to study the marine life
were part of the courses as well,
he said.
University participants
receive 12 credit hours to count
toward graduation, according to
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Meriel Brooks, the coordinator of
the marine sciences program at
the University.
Although the two classes cost
about the same as 12 hours would
at the University, students are
also responsible for paying for
their room and board, so it ends
up being more expensive, she
said.
Of the 187 participants from 20
colleges and universities, eight
were from the University. They
included Tom DaDante, Holly
Duchacek, Niki Garber, Coleen
Goodfellow, Shelly Genderson,
Karen Konzen, Eric Kuehnle and
Matthew Parker.

FALCON
Saturday, October 2nd

STAGE I:
SATURDAY
SEPTEMBER 25
8:00 PM

The Brothers of Thero Chi would like
ro invite

See Language, page five.

The Battle of Northwest Ohio
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should be used. Rose said. He
said because terms such as "policeman" are used frequently,
most people think of a man doing
the job and rarely a woman.
"Maybe it's not bad for a
period of time to [use the
word]'policewoman'," he said,
explaining that this might help
people see that women can hold
the same jobs as men.
"If the language doesn't recognize them it is difficult for the
mind to conceive them," Rose
said.
Another troubled area in English language occurs when addressing females.

BG students get experience, credit

Any Six-inch Sub Free

Presents...

agement division of the School of
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation.
Parks said she prefers terms
which do not specify gender and
supports the University's policy
of saying "chair" rather than
"chairman" or "chairwoman."
"There is real'y no reason most
of the time to distinguish between a chairman and chairwoman," she said. "There's no
reason to have gender identification tagged on a word. [Instead]
we're tying to focus on what the
person does instead ol what
[gender] they are."
Some people believe gender
neutral titles such as "police
officer" instead of "policeman"

$1.49
with the
purchase of
med. or Ig.
Pizza

PLAYING SUNDAY 1:00 - 4:30. . .
STAGE I
STAGE II
Puking Lot Behind KaufauuV. Downtown In Front Uptown
Limerick Rakes
Identifiers Quartet
After Hours
Tom Gorman & Friends
Black Swamp Brass
Sleven Budd
Swing Shift
TheRitz
Various Fine Art Displays
Beer & Food Garden
Stage Schedule Available at Downtown Merchants
Leon K—tone
BUct Swamp
Sponsor*! b 1/ A
MMFmtml

T«e»-TUa»„
tSSSLt. Igjjl
■ma—imtus.su
II'
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$3.00 full or empty
without pizza purchase

$1.49 for refills
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Demonstrators protest Police blotter
release of Demjanjuk
by Thomas J.Sheeran
The Associated Press

SEVEN HILLS, Qhio - John
Demjanjuk returned to Ohio
Wednesday acting like anything
but a free man.
The 73-year-old retired autoworker, freed from an Israeli
prison after his conviction on
war crimes charges was overturned, flew into a municipal airport in northeastern Ohio,
jumped into a waiting car and
was taken to a safe house.
"We were pretty well surprised," said Eric Olson, manager of Medina Municipal Airport, better known to local residents as "Freedom Field."
"It was all a very quiet scene.
The whole thing took about two
minutes."
Olson said a person who
claimed to be a member of Demjanjuk's family told him Demjanjuk was being taken to a safe
house within 100 miles of Medina.
Before leaving New York,
Demjanjuk's son-in-law Ed Nishnic said Demjanjuk would remain in seclusion and might not
return to his home for weeks.
Demjanjuk did not go to his
home in this Cleveland suburb,

where a group of Jewish activists
marched to protest his release.
The demonstrators marched for
about 2 1/2 hours before departing.
"Had we not been here, I assure you he would have been
crossing that threshold," said
Rabbi Avi Weiss, president of the
New York-based group Coalition
for Jewish Concerns-Amcha.
City crews erected snow fences in front of the Demjanjuk
home and the two adjacent
houses. Neighbors posted hot
pink "No Trespassing" warnings
provided by police.
Police officers watched the
demonstration but made no
arrests under an ordinance enacted last week that prohibits
picketing in residential areas.
World War II veteran John
Fecser stood nearby, watching
the demonstrators.
"I just don't want him here in
the country. We fought for people to enjoy freedom. This guy
wanted to deny us that freedom,"
said Fecser, 73, who lives several
blocks away in the community of
Parma
Demjanjuk was convicted and
sentenced to death in 1988 on
charges he was "Ivan the Terrible," a guard who ran the gas
chambers at the Treblinka death

SOCKMAN AUTOMOTIVE
425 Grant St. Bowling Green
352-3607
353-1697
For all your automotive service needs
Located across the
tracks from Kinkos

camp in Nazi-occupied Poland,
where 850,000 Jews died during
World War II.
But Israel's Supreme Court
threw out his conviction in July
and on Sunday rejected requests
for a new trial. Demjanjuk has
always maintained he was a victim of mistaken identity.
An appeal of the 1986 extradition order that sent Demjanjuk to
Israel is pending before the 6th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in
Cincinnati.
Government prosecutors say
only the extradition order should
be under review. Demjanjuk's
lawyers say the case should also
encompass a 1981 order stripping Demjanjuk of his U.S. citizenship and a subsequent deportation order.
Attorney General Janet Reno
has said she would pursue Demjanjuk's deportation after he arrived in the United States. But
the Justice Department plans no
action until Demjanjuk completes his appeals through the 6th
Circuit, spokesman Carl Stern
said Wednesday.
The process could take months
or even years, as any court decisions on Demjanjuk's extradition, denaturalization or deportation orders would likely be appealed by the losing side.
In Los Angeles, the Simon Wiesenthal Center displayed 12,000
telegrams to President Clinton
and Reno demanding Demjanjuk
be deported.
"We ... feel convinced that ultimately justice will prevail and
that the man who's being flown
all over the U.S. now on a private
jet, escorted with police coverage will soon be a man that will
be looking for another country,"
Rabbi Marvin Heir said.

Time Is

D On Sept. 15 a man reported
that the woman who was living
with him threw pictures and his
microwave oven onto the floor.
The woman had also allegedly
smeared cake frosting on his
furniture. According to the
police report, the woman told
officers "voices had told her to
doit."
O On Sept. 16 police said a
woman called to report a fight
between two men on the 600
block of Kenwood Avenue. Upon
arrival police found the men
"wrestling on the ground." According to the police report, the
men had been drinking. They told
officers they are "the best of
friends."
O Someone reportedly stole a
plastic "handicapped" card from
an elderly woman's unlocked car
Sept. 16. Police said the woman
saw a man who appeared to be in
his late 60s watching her as she
parked her car. The man is described as "not very large and
wearing a cap."
n On Sept. 16 a woman
received a call from a man who
reportedly said he was taking a
lingerie survey. The woman reportedly told the man to "get a
life."
n A woman received a call
from a man Sept. 16 who said his
name was Dave and asked if the
woman had ever been to the "cpen door." The man then reportedly told the woman he was an
exotic dancer.
"i On Friday, police received a
report of men from the Theta Chi
house throwing eggs at a car. The
policemen reportedly spoke to an
officer of the fraternity who said
he would "keep them under control."
n A man reportedly fell down
and was knocked unconscious on
East Court Street Friday. When
the officers found the man he reportedly "woke up, looked
around and then refused treatment."

O A man returned home to his
Pike Street apartment to find
five pairs of underwear missing
from the apartment. Also missing was a pair of ice skates, a pair
of blue jeans, and a pair of sweat
pants.
O Police received a report of
partygoers throwing rocks at
cars from the roof of an Elm
Street home Friday. When police
questioned the host he said the
partiers were throwing ice.
O Ronald E. Murphy Jr., 19,432
Darrow Hall, and Chet F. Gatoo,
18,306 Chapman Hall, were cited
for disorderly conduct. The men
were reportedly seen urinating
in the parking lot of St. Thomas
More Church. Police said both
men were polite and cooperative.
O Someone stole a Myles' Pizza
delivery car from Haven House,
Saturday. The vehicle is described as a dark grey, four-door
Chevette with a warming box in
the back seat. The car was stolen
while a Myles' employee was delivering pizza.
D According to a police report,
several youths, all described as
under age 10, were seen "trashing" a red road racer bicycle at a
Ridge Street playground Saturday.
"i Police received a call Sunday
from a woman who reported she
saw a man "slumped over the
steering wheel" of his car outside
of a local coin laundry. When
police talked to the man he said
he was taking a nap while doing
his laundry.
O Allen T. Burgaj, 21, 480
Lehman Ave., complained Sunday about a loud party at his residence. When police checked his
criminal record they discovered
a warrant for his arrest had been
issued because he had failed to
pay a $22 bond. Burgaj paid the
bond.
O Police received a report
Tuesday from a woman who said
her neighbor's dogs are defecating in her yard.

Akron loitering law
unconstitutional
by John Cha If ant
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS, Ohio - The Ohio Supreme Court on Wednesday
struck down a drug-related loitering law in Akron that justices said
could unfairly be applied to racial minorities.
Justice Craig Wright, who is under investigation for alleged use of
racial slurs, wrote the majority opinion that declared the ordinance
unconstitutionally vague and broad.
The 4-3 ruling said the law lacked objective standards, creating a
vagueness that led to arbitrary enforcement.
"Our faith in this conclusion is strengthened by evidence that the
ordinance has indeed been enforced almost exclusively against African-Americans," Wright said.
Wright is the subject of a pending investigation into racially derogatory remarks that he allegedly made involving a former court employee.

Thursdays!
'QM®ortteor

Running
Out!
Last two days for this Senior portrait session.
Get to 28 West Hall and get shot.
10 a.m. -noon; 1-6 p.m. Walk-ins are accepted.

Shots

K®orf)®lk<§
DiiraiKgirs
8 - 1
7-9
Come join the fun!!!

Man set
on fire
lending
a hand
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI -- A friend
of a man doused with gasoline and set on fire said the
culprits may have been copying a similar attack in
Florida.
Milton Metcalfe, 30, of
suburban Loveland, was in
critical condition Wednesday at University of Cincinnati Hospital with second and third-degree burns
over 75 percent of his body.
The hospital said Wednesday Metcalfe was sedated
and not able to comment.
Metcalfe, who is black,
told police that he was set
on fire Tuesday after he
had helped three whites two men and a woman get their stalled pickup
started.
On Sept. 7, two white men
were convicted in West
Palm Beach, Fla., of dousing a black tourist with
gasoline and setting him on
fire.
"That was a high-profile
case of a black man being
set afire," said the Rev. A.J.
Hamilton, who lives near
Metcalfe. "Normal human
beings just don't sit around
and do things like that."
Police said they knew of
no motive, but were looking
for the three people and the
late-model, red Ford pickup
truck. No witnesses had
come forward, police said.
Metcalfe, 30, said he ran
to a nearby bar for help.
Angela Clasgens, who
works at Zappz Restaurant,
said she was tending bar
when she saw Metcalfe
come through the glass
doors.
"I didn't even know it was
a person. He was completely on fire," she said.
Ms. Clasgens said Metcalfe had shed his burning
clothes as he ran. Bar
patrons shouted at him to
roll on the ground. Several
of them took off their shirts
and used them to smother
the flames.
"He was screaming, 'I
was trying to help them.
They were trying to pour it
down my throat. They
poured gas on me and set
me on fire," Clasgens said.
Metcalfe told police that
he was out walking when he
saw the truck in front of a
closed gasoline station. He
asked the three people if
they needed help.
He said he went home,
got a gasoline can and
bought gas at a convenience
store. The truck would not
start, so the men asked him
to get them a cup of gas to
prime the carburetor, Metcalfe said.
One of the men tossed the
cup of gas on Metcalfe and
the other threw a lighted
match to ignite him, he told
police.
A gas can believed to be
used by Metcalfe to help his
assailants was found in a
field and was to be examined Wednesday, police
said.
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Juntos,

Homecoming !!»!»;«
Trivia Contest
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The trivia question for today is ...
Beginning In 1940, the local sororities moved to the
new 054,000 cottages of sorority row, which featured a
telephone on each floor. The Five Sisters were the
first to move and their cottage is now the
A.. French House
B. Alpha XI Delta Houae

C. Gamma Phi Beta House
D. Johnston Hall

E
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the Hispanic
Graduate Student
Association,
cordially invites you
to its first meeting
of the semester on
Saturday.
September 25. 1993
at 5:00p.m. in the
Taft room of the
Student Union
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Clinton's health care plan unveiled
APPk«./M«rlcF.I«y

Reforms provide
insurance for all
debate. "On this journey, as on
all others of consequence,
there will be rough stretches
and honest disagreements
about how to reach our destination. After all, this is a
complicated journey."
He said that under his plan,
some Americans would be
asked to pay more but that the
vast majority "will pay the
same or less for your health
care coverage and, at the same
time, get the same or better
coverage than you have today."
Clinton saluted his wife, Hillary, as "a talented navigator"
for the controversial, complicated plan. From her perch in
the gallery, Mrs. Clinton acknowledged a brief standing
ovation. Beside her were C.
Everett Koop, the former surgeon general who has endorsed the administration's
approach, Surgeon General
Joycelyn Elders, known for
her liberal views on abortion
and birth control, and T. Berry
Brazelton, a pediatrician and
author of books on child development.

byTerrenceHunt
The Associated Press

President Clinton and White House Chief of Staff Mack McLarty
confer in the Oval Office of the White House Wednesday. The

president presented his health care reform package Wednesday
night to a Joint session of Congress.

Yeltsin guarantees no
forced peace tactics
by Alan Cooperman
The Associated Press
MOSCOW - Russia was torn by dueling governments today after President Boris Yeltsin suspended parliament and hard-line lawmakers, meeting in their barricaded headquarters, tried to oust
him.
Pedestrians applauded Yeltsin when he made a
brief Impromptu appearance today with his military commanders in Pushkin Square, one of the
busiest places in Moscow.
"We would not like and do not intend to use any
force," Yeltsin told the hundreds of people who
surrounded him. "We want everything to go peacefully, without blood. This is our principal task ... so
that there is no blood."
Members of the crowd shouted, "We support
you!" and "President, you must take Russia out of
the deadlock!"
Defense Minister Pavel Grachev told the crowd
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ON SALE!!

Black Swamp Outfitters
878-3700
15 minutes North of BGSU
Rt. 64 to Waterville
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Angela BuviH
.luniii Beeson
Diane Blankschaen*
Melon le Bushong*
Lisa Enting
Sherl GrUllot
Jennifer Hunnu
Beth Knackstedt
Paula Mclntyre*
Wendy Middleton*
Lorl Mikeeell
Katherine Murphy
Nicole Nuhn*
Elisa Olien
Susan Riley
Erin Ryan*
Theresa Schell
Jennifer Simmons
Rori Sinks*
Lauren White
Emily Wing*
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Melonie Bushong
Amy Cherryholmes
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Colleen Hoag
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Amanda Callahan
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Tlffani LaMonica
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Store Hours:

Proudly presents their 1993 Pledge Class:

• denotes 4.0
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YOUR ONE STOP SHOP FOR:
BACKPACKING
CAMPING
CANOEING
KAYAKING
HIKING
X-C SKIING
All Backpacks & Sleeping Bags on Sale!

Sigma Kappa

Highest Big/Little
GPA

Dean's List

SAVE $10.00

10% OFF ANY NON-SALE GEAR W/BGSU I.D.

Gamma Phi Beta would like to
recognize theii* members who have
acheived academic excellence

r<DB

"Language is incredibly
powerful," she said. "I think it's
important that everyone not only
"As a woman, I have a lot of be aware of, but also begin to
difficulty being referred to as change the way we express oursir," said Parks, who receives selves."

140 South River Road • watervffle, Ohio 43566
TOB

Parks said often people assume
she is a man because of the high
position she has within the University.

SPORT
SANDALS

'Rutskoi be

HEB

many letters addressing her in
this way."

The Canoe Shop WHM

33

E

would try to call them what they
prefer."
Another use of sexist language
appears in many business letters
when "dear sir" addresses a
woman. Parks said. She said it is
offending to women to be addressed as "dear sir," as it would
be for a man to be addressed as
"dear madam."

"The state is in danger," he said. "Resolute actions are needed. This clique is not going to go
away easily because they understand they will
have to answer to the people and to justice."
The anti-Yeltsin crowd chanted:
brave, drive Boris away."

In a direct challenge to
lawmakers, Clinton said, "Let
us pledge tonight: before this
Congress adjourns next year,
you will pass and I will sign a
new law to create health security for every American."

Language

"A lot of time we withold
adulthood from women by calling
them girls," Parks said. "But
some women want to continue to
he had met with top military commanders and they be called girls because of the
"unequivocally support the president as com- value of youth placed on our culture."
mander-in-chief."
Rose said instances like this
Vice President Alexander Rutskoi tried to grab may occur when dealing with inthe reins of power but appeared to be failing, as dividuals.
"It's important to try to respect
military and police commanders remained loyal to
Yeltsin. Both sides used TV and radio to broadcast people's wishes," he said. "I
their views, but there was little public reaction and
life in Moscow and other major cities continued as
normal.
Rutskoi urged some 5,000 supporters outside
parliament today to resist Yeltsin.

WASHINGTON - Proposing
a massive makeover of the nation's health care system,
President Clinton called
Wednesday for reforms that
would guarantee every American comprehensive medical
benefits "that can never be
taken away."
Clinton, in a speech to a
nationally broadcast session
of Congress, said his plan
would reform "the costliest
and most wasteful health care
system on Earth without any
new broad-based taxes."
Laying out his rationale for
the biggest social initiative
since the New Deal, Clinton
said the current system is "too
uncertain and too expensive,
too bureaucratic and too
wasteful. It has too much
fraud and too much greed."
Pointing to his own proposal,
which would require all employers to provide health insurance to their workers, the
president said, "This system
will work. You don't have to
take my word for it." Clinton
spoke to a House chamber
packed with lawmakers and
dignitaries.
He signaled a willingness to
compromise over the course
of what is sure to be months of

Gretchen Lome
Maureen McGunnigle
Oanielle Merriman
Lori Middlebrouqh
Rnne Oqle
Taryn Sauarda
Malissa Schnoor
Kimberly Schoenfieid
Marcy Smith
Michelle Smith
Damn Thompson
Jennifer Uloodrey
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And proud of it!
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Records are suspicious Hey Browns fans: don't
believe the Vinny hype
The Associated Press

If you cut up recent newspaper headlines about China's
female distance runners, then
pasted them back together in a
different order, you could
come up with this tabloid gem
on your own:
"Fueled by Suspicious Potions, Employing Bizarre
Training Methods, Mysterious
Femmes From Middle Kingdom Run Away from Rest of
World"
It's a composite, sure, but
barely a stretch. Since the
Chinese runners burst onto the
international scene at last
month's World Championships
in Stuttgart, coverage of their
accomplishments has been
tinged by rumors of drug use
or colored by sensationalism.
And it only worsened after another set of eye-popping performances at their National
Games in Beijing.
"If they ratify these records,
it will set women's middle and
distance running back 25
years," Mary Slaney, the
greatest U.S. middle distance
runner ever, was quoted as
saying early last week. "It will
ruin the sport."
They were said to dine on
soup made from soft-shell turtles and drink a worm-based
tea commonly sold in China's

herbal market as an aphrodisiac for men. They were
said to run marathon distances
each day, training at altitude
away from prying eyes and
modeling their style on the sika
deer and the ostrich.
At least, that was the story
cheerfully told during a rambling news conference two
weeks ago staged by their
coach. Ma Junren.
"If anyone is interested in
us," Ma said at one point, suggesting his training methods
might be for sale, "we always
need funds to buy turtles."
The really funny thing is that
much of what he has been saying might be true.
This comes from no less an
authoritative source than University of Alberta zoology
professor Larry Wang, who has
spent most of the past 20 years
trying to expand the limits of
human performance. In fact,
Wang, who was a pretty fair
long jumper during his university days in Taiwan, just about
predicted the record-setting
binge at an academic conference a week before it happened.
"What I said," he clarified
during a telephone interview
over the weekend, "was that I
wouldn't not be surprised to
see world records falling very
quickly in the very near future.
"I'm not sure it was a predic-

Pasta

tion exactly. I only knew about
the Chinese training methods
what I read in the papers. But
the point I was trying to make
... was that the elements for a
jump in the performance level
of athletes like distance runners are coming together at the
present time."
After settling in Canada 23
years ago, Wang set out to find
a way to enable people to better survive in the cold. Gradually, his research settled on
the body's ability to store and
burn various fuels. What kept
thwarting his efforts at improvement was a chemical
called adenosine, which was
released by the body as a
protective mechanism to limit
how much fat could be bumed.

Two years ago, Wang and fellow researcher Raymond Lee
solved the problem by combining a host of natural food
ingredients in a candy bar they
began selling under the name
"Cold-Buster" in Canada and
more recently in the United
States as "Access." In the
past few days, British world
champions Linford Christie
and Colin Jackson went public
with a call for acceptance of
the Chinese records.
Jim Litke is a sports columnist for The Associated
Press.
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Time Is

An enormous upset over possibly the best team in the NFL
A miracle win in a building
where comebacks are difficult
and rare.
A 3-0 record.
Everything is great at ol' Municipal Stadium in Cleveland,
right?

The Raiders continually flew
by the likes of Tony Jones, Bob
Dahl and rookie Steve Everitt,
causing the Browns signal-caller

Russ Eckard

Not so fast.

Thanks to his fourth quarter
heroics against the Raiders,
Vinny Testaverde has created
what some are calling a quarterback controversy with the Cleveland Browns.
Nonsense!
The reason Cleveland signed
the highest-paid back up in the
game wasn't for him to sit on his
already-too-fat wallet, but to
spell the incumbent, Bernie Kosar, when necessary.
The times when this change is
necessary is either when the
offensive line returns to its brutal form of the years 1990-92, or
when the "slow" feet of Kosar
aren't able to react quickly
enough to an oft-blitzing team
like the Raiders.
Sunday, both scenarios occurred, bringing back painful
memories of last year's opener in
Indianapolis when Kosar left the
Hoosierdome lucky to still have
movement in all his primary
limbs.

f Live
entertainment
Saturday night 9:30-12:30
The Plouphboyi

Sorturdoy~
Burrlto Plait
Vaoatartan or Baal
atarwd
flurrtoaar
wWi Crtaaaa Nachoa.
MMM 8aana and yoirr
oNoica ot Najej

11-9

Sunday
Smorgasboard

4W

.

II AM ■ 9 PM
Pizza. Soup, Salad.
Yogurt conaa ^

to either rush his throw or take a
premature seat on the Coliseum's
turf.
Enter Testaverde.
Although his ten-cent brain
pales in comparison to that of
Kosar, who graduated from college in three years, Vinny does
possess a swiftness of feet that
allowed him to evade the swarming Los Angeles defense and exploit its weak secondary.
What he did was what he gets
PAID to do.
What the offensive line did
NOT do was what they ARE paid
to do - protect the quarterback.
Following the game, the new
center, Everitt, approached Kosar to apologize for the way he
and his colleagues performed,
asked for his patience and promised they will get better with
time.
Is Testaverde supposed to apologize to Kosar also?
What the Browns possess is,
arguably, the most perfect fitting
combination of quarterbacks in
the league. When the offensive
line is clicking, Kosar is able to

use his uncanny ability to read
defenses and deliver the ball to
the open receiver.
Just ask San Francisco.
And when the offensive line is
struggling. Bill Belichick is able
to make a call to the bull-pen and
retrieve the likes of Testaverde,
who can avoid the rush long
enough for one of his receivers to
create an opening in the secondary.
This is not, I repeat, NOT a situation where a controversy could
be speculated nor should be
raised. Not even if Fred Edelstein wants to stand in his End
Zone and speculate that Kosar
and Belichick dont like each
other.
The last time Cleveland began
a season by winning their first
three games was 1979. In the
opinion of this columnist, true
Browns fans should rejoice at the
excitement the team has generated thus far, not disparage them
because Vinny looked better than
Bernie.
Remember, Kosar was at the
helm in the near-glory years of
the mid-to-late 80s, not
Testeverde (or Belichick, for
that matter). It's also Kosar who
has been through the misery of
the past few, non-playoff
seasons, with little of the blame
his.
Unquestionably, the performance of Kosar on Sunday was
poor. He had a bad day. But don't
we all (Ray Handley... E.P.)?
If he continues to falter, then a
quarterback change may be the
best for the franchise. But don't
be so quick to crack the whip.
Just keep reminding yourself...
34).
Russ Eckard is a sports columnist for The News.

Don't be Another Face

In the Crowd!

Get Experience
The BG News is looking for 2 Account
Executives for the 1993/1994 School
Year

Running
Out!
Last two days for this Senior portrait session.
Get to 28 West Hall and get shot.
10 a.m. -noon; 1-6 p.m. Walk-Ins are accepted.
I

Requires:
• 20 hours a week
• Sell and service your own account list Of 30 - 40
clients
• Prospect new accounts
• Reach and exceed all goals set
• Work as a team member of the ad staff to meet
office goals
• Help other personnel service clients
• Attent and Participate in weekly sales meetings
• Must have a car
Applications Available 204 W. Hall
Application Deadline: September 24, 1993
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Scoreboard
Football

Bowling Green al Ohio Stale
Eastern Mchlgan al Macomb
Illinois CniMflO al Weslarn Mchlgan

MAC Standings
W L
1
0
Ball Slat*
Western Mch
10
Akron
2
Central Mich,
i
Bowling Green 0
Miami, O.
0
Toledo
0
Eastern Mch
0
Keni
0
0
2
Ohio

T
0
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Friday-Sunday, September 24-26
Central Michigan al Cleveland Stale Invitational
(Cleveland, Oho)
Akron al Illinois State Tournament (Champaign.
HI.)

BASEBALL
through Tuoooay

American League

Miami. Ohio at WesternMichlgan
Ohio at Toledo
Non-conference
Bowling Green at Navy
Central Michigan at Mohigan Sat

Toronto
New York
Baltimore
Boston
Detroit
Cleveland
Milwaukee
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65

Chicago
Teiaa
Kansas City
Seattle
Cat forma
Minnesota
Oakland
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Frlday'a Osmee
Bowling Green at Ball Stale
Central Michigan at Ohio
Eastern Michigan at Maml
Toledo at Western Michigan
Kent at Akron
Saturday's 0—88
Bowling Green at Western Mchlgan
Central Michigan at Miami
Eastern Michigan at Ohio
Toledo at Ball State

Gretzky to earn $25.5
The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES - In a few days,
Wayne Gretzky is expected to
become the highest-paid athlete
in North America.
The NHL's career scoring
leader has agreed to sign a new
three-year, $25.5 million contract
with the Los Angeles Kings.
That means the 32-year-old
center forward will earn $8.5 million per season - more than
double his current $3 million annual salary.
The new deal tops San Francisco Giants outfielder Barry
Bonds' $7.2 million yearly salary
by more than a million a year.
Until the announcement, Bonds'
six-year, $43 million contract
was considered the highest in
North American sports.
"Wayne has been a true ambassador for the sport of hockey,
not only here in Southern California, but all across North
America," Kings owner Bruce
McNall said. "It is only fitting
that he reap the benefits for such
hard work, both on and off the
ice."
The three-year deal supersedes the 10-year contract Gretzky signed when he joined the
team in August 1988.
"With the contract, Wayne has
made a commitment to dedicate
the next three years toward
bringing the Stanley Cup to the
fans of Los Angeles," McNall
said.
Team spokesman Scott Carmichael said the deal was finalized
Tuesday and will be signed in the
next few days.
Carmichael said Gretzky will
be paid $4 million this year, and
receive another $4.5 million in a

deferred payment at a later date.
He may also receive deferred
payments in subsequent years.
Gretzky is entering his sixth
season with the Kings and his
15th in the NHL. Gretzky is just
36 goals short of Gordie Howe's
career record of 801, a level once

r

thought untouchable.
The announcement ended
months of speculation about
Gretzky's salary.
The NHL's next highest-paid
hockey player is the Pittsburgh
Penguins' Mario Lemieux, who
earns an average $6 million.

Soccer
through Tutoday

Various shift selections
available, if preferred may
work weekends only.
Apply in person at the
Dining Center office
located in the lower level
of Founders - weekdays
7:30 am - 7 pm, weekends
10 am - 7 pm.
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Wednesday's Game*
Chicago 11, St. Louis 9
Atlanta at Montreal. 7:35 p.m.
Florida al Philadelphia. 7:35 p.m.
New York at Pltteburgh, 7:35 pm
Los Angeles at Cincinnati 7.-35 p.m.
San Francisco atHouston, 8 05 p.m
San Diego at Colorado. 9US p.m.

Denver
LA. Raiders
Kansas City
San Diego
Seattle

National League
Philadelphia
Montreal
St. Louis
Chicago
Pittsburgh
Florida

GB
—
3.5
16
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35
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Central

Thursdays' Osmee
Kansas City (Appier 17-6) al Oakland (Win 11 12), 3:15 p.m.
Chicago (McDowell 21-10) at California
(Langston 15-9), 4:05 p.m.
Boston (Minchey 1-0) at Toronto (Stewart 108). 7:35
Only game* scheduled
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East

Wednesdays' Osmee
Detroit 6, Milwaukee 4
Baltimore at Cleveland, 7:05 p.m.
Minnesota at New York. 730 p.m.
Boston at Toronto, 7:35 p.m.
Texas at Seattle, 10:05 pm.
Chicago at California. i0:05p.m.
Kansas City at Oakland, 10:05 p.m.
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THURSDAY ON CABLE

HONEYMOON IN
VEGAS

(OYtfiin
Bowling Green (M-0)

TMITI

Maml (5-1-1)
W. Michigan (5-1-0)
E. Michigan (4-1-0)
Akron (1-2-1)
C Mchlgan (0-5-0)

A reluctant groom gambles il nil awa\ in
Vegas — including his fiancee Starring
Vicholas Cage. Sarah Jessica Parker and
lames Caan
THURSDAY AT

SigTTlR

XdfJM

ntchcfXe Scott

8PM

nonqrat ulates their New Initiates-.

^ XP^fy

fc-

Shnu/n Madllqer

Surah Muhtfncwmp

SHOWTIME

Shannon yUuUlqcr

Tracei) Sfltnotu

Bridget Hunter

natnlf VeLsh

Anns. Clnussn

Winning Tradition

118 N.
Main

3528424

Qlt^t j>4?Ay

Coming Soon To Your Campus.
COLLEGIATE
STARTS WITH A

QieAt Pcwh*

We Need
KEEPERS!
BGSU Food Operations
is currently hiring
BGSU Students to work at
Founders Keepers
Food Court.
Starting wage is $4.35.
Plenty of opportunities
for promotions to
Cook's Helpers
&
Student Supervisor.
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Volleyball

T*tm (Overall)
1 Ball Stale (5-2)
Kent (5-4)
Bowling Green (4-4)
4. E Michigan (11-2)
C. Michigan (9-2)
Akron (6-3)
Miami (2-8)
8. Toledo (7-3)
Ohio (6-6)
W. Michigan (1-7)
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East

Saturday, Sept. 25

ABania
San Francisco
Houston
Los Angeles
Cincinnati
Colorado
San Diego

You'll Get a Fresh New Look. We'll design your
hair to give you the results you demand. You'll feel
great and look better than ever before. Your hair
will hold it's shape even as it grows. Our scientific
method of cutting hair will give you the "look"
that's right for you. Try fAMOUSHAIR Co... .you're
worth having the Best for a Price You'll Love.

Presented by

THE PREVENTION CENTER
FOR ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE
& THE REC CENTER

AN EXCITING
TWO-DAY EVENT

tf Famous Hair
FOODTOWN PLUS PLAZA • 352-1989
No Appointment Necessary • Just Walk In
OPEN Mon. - Fit 9-8; Sat. 8-6; Sun. 10-3
"li—

PERM PLUS ' > THE WORKS
Praaaon a* null awn mcHKMd , '
Regularly $37.OO
I
Longer he* isoraly more
I |

odutei
Shampoo Ma«m Sty* Dr>
with me ooupon onty
Aegularly $14.00

2795 1Q95

ADULT
HAIR CUT
MfcSkS fk* Dry
Regulsrly $9.99

899

Classifieds
page eight
CAMPUS EVENTS

PERSONALS

As the doctor m Jurassic Park said...
"Creation is an act ol shear wll."
If things like creation, death and love A hale interest you. be sure to check out tie Philosophy
club in 301 Shatzel. Monday at 6:00 p.m. Think
about it'

Find out why Todd Kielamlt will be your next
First Ward Councilman Thursday when he debales his opponents on campus. Everyone is
invited to come to 121 West Hall at 8 pm
Thursday. Get there earty i
This is a paid political advertisement.
First Ward City Council Candidate
TODOJ WESSELER
Invites you to see him debate his opponents on
Thursday, Sept 23 in 121 West Halt at 8 p.m.
This is a paid political advertisement
Plan to Participate
in the
Minority Career Institute
Look lor further information in your mailboxCarrer Placement Office 372-2356
SnapShole
Today 11 00-2:00 & 4:30-6:30
Double Burger, Chicken Hoagie or BIT.
fnes and 24 oz. pop $2 99
Double Burger, Chicken Hoagie or 8LT,
fries, bowl of soup and 24 oz pop: $3 99
In Commons, Harshman. Kreischer
and McDonald Dining Halls.

■93 Fall Awards
Era of Achievement
Tnura., September 23
7:30pm Lenhart Grand Ballroom
"SUZANNE SPRINGER"
Congratulations on your engagement to Mark'
We're so happy for you. (Jealous too1)
Love, Lon and Michelle
Akron company needa Procurement major
tor Spring and Summer 1994. 81500/mo.
2.7 GPA. Apply w raauma at Co-op office,
23»AdBldfl. X-2451
ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
Are YOU a member of ALD? Want to be a TUTOR 7 II so. stop by 425 Student Services and
1
MI out an application ASAP (Looks great on a
resume...) Any questions? Call Amy 3725548
or Karen 354 1117.
ALPHA PHI • ALPHA PHI • ALPHA PHI
The sisters of Alpha Phi would like to congratulate Betsey Wiilheim and Cher Igelman for being chosen as part of the Top 20 Homecoming
Queen Candidates. We love you guys'
ALPHA PHI- ALPHA PHI ■ ALPHA PHI
ALPHA PHI "ALPHA PHI • ALPHA PHI
The sisters ol Alpha Phi would like to congratulate Jenny Ketler on her recent engagement to
Jon Burnell We wish you both the best ALPHA
PHI" ALPHA PHI' ALPHA PHI

CITY EVENTS

ALPHA PHI • ALPHA PHI • ALPHA PHI
The sisters of Alpha Phi would like to congratulate Cher Igelman for making Top 10 for
Homecoming Queen II We are all behind you
100%iiGoodlucki
ALPHA PHI • ALPHA PHI ■ ALPHA PHI

REGGAE at Howards
The ARK Band
Fri.. Sept.24 A Sept 25

ATTN FRESHMEN JUNIORS
CUT YOUR EDUCATIONAL FINANCIAL AID.
MINIMUM. FOR DETAILS CALL COLLEGE
AID LOCATORS. 800 834-2549 EXT 10

LOST& FOUND
Lose a calculator on Friday, September 17th in
the lOi BA room in the afternoon? II so, please
call 352 3232, with a description.

Battle of NW Ohio'
BGVS.UT!
One week from Saturday I

SERVICES OFFERED

BG VS. IT!
ONE WEEK FROM SATURDAY'
i7S»aghti

NEED ADJ.?
For Small Fraterniiy or Soronly events. Dances, Wedding Receptions. Reunions...etc.
Call 354-0201 Ask lor Kirtr.

Big Johnson
Got one? Wear one! Buy one! Joe College Inc
On Education Steps

SKYDIVE now lOmmutes from BGSU Visa 6
MasterCard accepted. Studem group discounts SKYDIVE BG 352-5200

BRATHAUS - Thursdays
Student's Night
Draft« Pitcher Night
aisoLegalJomtSl 00
Kamikan. Qualude. Melon Ball $.75
Bottled Beers are on special
All Night Long
No Cover. Bar open at 6pm.

CINEMARK THEATRES

ORDER YOUR DIBENEDETTO HOMECOMING PARTY SUBS NOW. $8 A FOOT. WE
DELIVER 352-4663

PREGNANT?
We can help FREE 8 CONFIDENTIAL preg
nancy tests, support & information BG Pregnancy Center Call 354 HOPE

<%■».■■-■■

A

CINEMA

WOODLAND

MALI

Striking
tlklng Dlitance - R
Bruce
ce Wilis.
Wf Sarah J««. Parkar
1:10. 3:25. 530.730. »At

N

Needful Things - R
1 SO. 435. 7:15.9*0-

f.

Hard Target - R
vanDamme Movia
100. 3:15.520. 725, B35

V

BRATHAUS- Fridays a Saturdays
Great Happy Hour 4-9 pm
Check it out.
Co-ed Naked
Naked any way you want it! Joe College. Inc.
On Education Steps
DELTA ZETA • Beth Myers • DELTA ZETA
Congratulations Beth Myers for making the
Top 10 Homecoming Queen Candidates. Your
sisters are proud of you and wish you the best
of luck

\
J

DG • Houseboys ■ DG
The women of Delta Gamma would like to express their warmest gratitude to Brian Grandstaff and Greg Price for thoeicellent |ob you
are doing as our houseboys You willaurely
be missed come December. Love, The Dee
Gee's

' NO PASSES
NO PASSES SUPFRSAVfllS

Flndlay company needa Purchasing/Production major full time Spring Semester. J8 hr 2.6 GPA. Apply w resume in
Co-op office 238 Ad Bldg. 372-2451.

WANTED
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP Very
near to campus. All but electric paid $2i0/mo.
353-2111

FOCUS'
FOCUSCongratulations New Officers
President- Heather Dislelzweig
Vice President- Kyle Dickerson
Administrative Assistant- Britt Olson
Treasurer- Brian Mulkey
'First-year Off Campus University Students
FOCUSFOCUS'

HELP WANTED

GREEKS! CLUBS!
STUDEN, GROUPS!
Raise as Much as You
Want In One Week!
$100...S6O0...t1500l
Market Applications for Citibank
VISA, MCI. SEARS. AMOCOelc
Call for your FREE T-SHIRT and to
qualify lor FREE TRIP to MTV
SPRING BREAK '94.
Call 1-800-932-0528, axt 65

INTRAMURAL FLAG FOOTBALL OFFICIALS
NEEDED APPLY IN 130 FIELD HOUSE BY
SEPT 28 MUST ATTEND MANOATORY
OFFICIALS CLINIC, WEDNESDAY, SEPT 29
- 700-10 30 PM
Kappa Delta
Sister of the Week: Michelle Connell
Congratulations'
Manatield company needa accounting
majors tor Spring or Summer hire. $10mr.
Low-coat housing furnished. 2.8 GPA FIRM.
Apply ml resume: 238 Ad. Bldg. X-2451 by
Oct. 6th.

2 bedroom. Furnished or unfurnished.Membership in Cherrywood Health Spa.
352-9378
3 bdrm dose to campus
Available immediately

3534520
Apartment lor Rent, live alone. Close to campusonManville CallMelinda352-6415
Female non-smoker needed to share 2 bedroom apt close to campus Available immediately 353-0749.
FOR RENT
839 Seventh St-1 bdrm unfurnished apt.
451 Thurstin - Furnished effioency
Both available lor immediate occupancy.

Maintenance
Property Management Company seeking fulltime expenenced maintenance person Must
have own tools, transportation. HVAC experience helpful Send resume to
Buckeye Management Company
760 NonMawn Dr.
Columbus. OH 43214
Ann Pat Rawlins
EOE

Call John Newlove Real Estate
354 2260
For Rent
Duplex, adiaoent to campus

Telemarketing Sales lor established newspaper, hourly plus commission, days, full &
pan time, downtown Toledo. 242 7744.
Waitresses needed Pan-time/njII-Dme.
Flexible hours. Great pay.
419-531-0079 or 419 531-0269

Help Wanted: 10-40 hours/**, flexible
schedule. Openings throughout Ohio.
$9 00 start ng pay. 866-1726.

HIKE THE GRANDCANYON.
SKI IN COLORADO
SURF IN HAWAII
You can do any ol these through the
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAMI
Get the Facts- Friday, Sept 24
•t 1:30pm, 3rd Floor Union-State Room
For more details, call or stop by the
Cooperative Ed Program. 238 Ad Bldg
2-24511

2 bedroom apartments available immediately
Furnished or unfurnished. Call 352-9302.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING I jn up to
S2.000+/month ♦ world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.). Summer and Career
employment available. No experience necessary. For more information call
1-206-634-0468 ext C5S44

•1 EARN $2500 4 FREE TRIPS'
SELL ONLY 8 SPRING BREAK TRIPS AND
YOU GO FREEI GREAT RESUME EXPERIENCE! 8AHAMAS. PANAMA CITY, CANCUN.
JAMAICA! BEST TRIPS 8 PRICES.
1 800-678^386.

GOLDEN KEY MEMBERS
Do you like money? We need a treasurer!
How about planning parties)? We also need
a social chair! Great resume item.
Call Jenny 3533823.

2 Bdrm. Quiet location. (Available Immedlstely) 352-2391 or leave message

Retail sales positions, full 8 pt time including
eves. & Sat's Previous retail exp. or lashon
merchandise prof. Apply in person at Your
Special Day Bndal Shop. No phone calls
please Westgate Shopping Center, Toledo.

Findlay company needs Accounting major 3.0
GPA Full time Spring and Summer 1994
$9rhr. Bring resume to Co-op Office 238 Ad.
Bldg by Sept 29th 372-2451

FOR SALE

352-0000
Grand Opening at Bowling Green Estates.
1072 Fairview Ave. on Saturday 9/25/93 from
11-4 8 Sunday 9/26/93 Irom 11 4 First
month rent free to all eligible applicants. For
more information please call Barb @
352-5987.
House lor rent. 3 bedrooms. Newly remodeled.
Call 353-1731

1983 Toyota Corolla 2dr.. 5 speed, runs good.
asking $800 060 Call 3525402. please leave
message.

Nice efficiency apt. close to campus. Quiet,
clean, Grad Students only. Call 352-0717 as
soon as possible to subioase $270/mo.

AKC golden retreiver puppies. 1st shot, need a
good home. 354-8589.

NOWAVAILABLEU
Winthrop Terrace Apartments
2 bdrm.. 1 bath, large storage closet,
pool, laundry facilities.
Contact Angie. 352-6654

FLY DIRT CHEAP One way anytime to Oncmnai. Atlanta or Tampa, Fl. Call or leave
message lor Karl S 31352 1520 (x213).

Now renting 2 6 3 Bedroom apartments. Rent
starts at $399 $455 Central AC, carpeted:
appliances included. Applicants must be income qualified First months rent free to all
qualified applicants. Handicap accessible
units For more information, please call Barb
Bowling Green Estates
352 5987

GUITAR FOR SALE
Ibanez guitar, 40 watt Crate amp, plus extras
$650neg kilo 7 Call Jeff 3721720.
Insight 386SI-25 Computer
Color monitor 8 printer. 4 megabyte RAM,
80 MB HDD, 5.25 and 3.5 FDD.
Great buy @«i ,900
Call Martha @ 354-3409

Part & full time help needed
for lawn mowing company.
Call Knickerbocker Lawns " 352 5335
PART-TIME STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT OF 15 HOURS PLUS PER WEEK
WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE TO B G.S U
CAMPUS? INTERESTED IN WORKING VARIOUS UNSKILLED JOBS IN ASSEMBLY.
PACKAGING, ETC.? RATE OF PAY IS $4.25
PER HOUR APPLY IN PERSON BETWEEN
THE HOURS OF 9:00AM AND 5:00PM
(MONFRI.)AT:
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS, INC
428 CLOUGH STREET
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402

One bedroom apartment
522 1/2 N, Main
Contact Newlove Rentals
328 S Main (our only office)
352-5620

KENWOOD Integrated Amplifier
Perfect for any home stereo system.
135 watts, treble, bass, balance,
loudness and mute buttons.
Tape 1. Tape 2, CD. Aux.
tuner & phono tacks.
S250 negotiable!
Call Eric ©354 7604

Two bedroom apartments
709 Filth Street
722 Fourth Street
Contact Newlove Rentals
328 S. Main (our only office)

352-5620

TRIBE TIX
FINAL SERIES Box seals Oct
12.3 Dave 352-3735
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Turner Williams
Blues Band

They play the blues like they lived them"
video
•
pinball
•
pool
i'.' i.1'1.1. '■ '.''U, 1.1.

I.I,

1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1

God cares about you.

We care about you.
Come experience God's love with us.
UNIVERSITY LUTHERAN CHAPEL

GAMMA PHI BETA
TAMIOEHRTMAN
Congrats on making Die Top "10"for Homecoming Queen!!! I wish you all the luck Love
Your Roomie, Lori

WINNER

J

HIST UTtlR tkmcl Uaarontlon

l

1124E.Wooster
All Students Welcome!

Special 35
MM Showing
In LheGIsh
Film Theater

Friday and Saturday 6:30 - 10:00 p.m.
" Admission $1.50

WELCOME BACK DITTO HEADS
— LISTEN TO RUSH
Noon to 3 PM
Everyday in our RUSH ROOM
Rush...
Coffee Mugs • T-Shirts • Sweatshirts
... Available

Tired of Being a Face in
the Crowd?
Check out

Sunday Worship
Celebrations 10:30 AM

-sir

{Rush Limbaugh g

Also FREE showing of "Edison, the Man"
Tonight in Gish at 8:00 P.M.

/3?£h\

_ S4/l<2-

FOOD FAIR
|

^

Woodland Mall
Woodland
Mall 352-8228
352-8226

SPINACH
PIE

MINAkAA

1

BABA
3HANOUJ

\

HOMMUS

*

tfiitt

Winthrop Terrace
Apts
and be someone
Special!

352-9951

210 N. Main

RUMMAGE SALE
TRINITY U.M CHURCH
200 N Summit St., Bowling Green.
Starring Saturday. 9/25.9-12
Monday-Thursday. 9/27 9/30.9-5

Malcolm X

1

REGISTER
TO
VOTE

FOR RENT

Cashier applications now being accepted et a
self.serve gasoline and convenience store.
Apply in person between 5.30 am A 1 .-00 pm at
Barneys. 103 Anthony Wayne Trail, Waterville 878-8103. Oily 15 minutes from campus

QUALITY STEINS
Brewery Advertising
'mugs'steins'neons'mirrors'posters'
'shirts'hats and inflatahlesl"
Kathy Ireland Stand-ups - S19.B5
Most posters - S1.00 each
168 S Main - Mon-Thurs, 3:30-8 pm

Comnj Soon Warlock 2. Tha Good Son .The^
Program

Call

You can't make a difference
if you don't vote.
You can't vote
ifyou don't register.

Precious Moments 10% Oft
everyday at
Pills'N Packages
111 Railroad St BG.352-1693

Undercover Blue* - PQ 13
105. 320. 525, 720.830

352-9135

Toledo office needs English, PR. Tech
Writing or Journ. major NOW for part-time
communications position
$6 50-7 50 hr
Apply w resume: 238 Ad. Bldg. Writing
samples required. X-2451.

Phi Sigma Kappa
Thanks guys for coming out last Saturday and
enjoying your first skydrve expenencel
SKYDIVE BG.
Bernie & Sylvia

The Fugitive - PQ-13
Ha/neon Ford. Tommy Loo Jonea
1:15.430,7:10.040

V

SIGMA KAPPA • AMANDA CALLAHAN •
SIGMA KAPPA
Good luck in your Hometown Pageant this
weekend. Sigma Kappa is behind you 110%!
SIGMA KAPPA - AMANDA CALLAHAN SIGMA KAPPA

Loving, dependable childcare needed tor 1
year old. 8-5 in my home. 352-3981.

Panhellenic Council would like to congratulate
TRACY MISOCKY on the wonderful |Ob she
did with her AIDS Awareness Presentation.
Waytogol

Monday Ihru Friday ahowa atari al
approximately 4 pm Saturday and Sunday:
Full Schedule *th early ahowa lewd

r1

SIGMA KAPPA • DELTA TAU DELTA • SIGMA KAPPA
Sigma Kappa would like to thank their coaches
from the DTD/AOPi classic. You guys are
awesome!
SIGMA KAPPA • DELTA TAU DELTA • SIGMA KAPPA

BRATHAUS-Monday*
Monday Night Football
Pounder Night
Get your Free ticket for a chance
to win Brathaus T-shirt
Hours- Mon-Thurs 6pm
Fn-Satspm
Sun 7pm

DISCOVER EUROPE
Study m France and Belgium
Earn 6 hours of credit
Classes in English
Into mtg. tonight in BAA 1008 at 9pm
Sponsored by the College of Business.
Al I maiort welcome.

Drill Show1 Drill Show! DnH Show'
Dnll Show' Drill Snow' Drill Show'
Where: Amani
When: September 25
Time-7:00 pm.
$3 00 at the door
Come see dnll teams from Toledo, Dayton, Detroit. Cleveland, Cincinnati A Columbus

Ik

Thursday, September 23, 1993

The BC News

,J

STUFFED
GRAPE
LEAVES
BAKLAVA

OIL IS A
CAR'S
LIFE BLOOD

TABOULE
SALAD

Cafe
Shadeau.
902 Estst Wooster
FRI. Sept. 24 11a.m. - 7p.m.

Enjoy Free Samples

